DETAILS AT ABUTMENT — ROADWAY SECTION

SCALE: 1" = 1'–0"

NOTES:
1. Modify the generic Roadway/Sidewalk Section details of Dwg. No.’s 3.7.9 and 3.7.10 as shown above for spread box beam bridges.
2. Provide Headed Dowel Bar Splicers by beam designation as follows:
   B–24, B–27 and B–30  1 Splicer in midbeam
   B–33, B–36, B–39, B–42, B–45 and B–48  2 Splicers as shown
3. Provide intermediate reinforcing bars by beam designation as follows:
   B–24, B–27, B–30 and B–33  No intermediate bars
   B–36, B–39, B–42, B–45 and B–48  1 bar midway between splicers